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Months will target all natural wool that still
has lanoline in it and worn clothing before
over produced, dyed and washed yarns &

clothes.  
 

Wash your woollens & put them in air tight
boxes for storage. 

 
Actively used items are best hung in light
and air. Move them around often to keep

air circulation going. 
 

Move the yarns that you keep out in the
open from time to time. (also a great time

to re-evaluate your stash) 
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I have a home that is almost built out of wool. Wool carpets, wool upholstery, wool clothing
(down to the underwear) and lots and lots of yarn. I am a calm person generally, but when

it comes to moths I am like Katniss Everdeen; scared but determined to win the battle!  
 

I have done quite a bit of research and have collected all you need to know about moths
and turned it into a moth busting battle plan. 

You are welcome! 

moth buster

moths hateair movementlightcleanliness 

precautions
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moth buster

It's actually thebabies (the grubs)
that eat the wool.

Catch the males with
a feromone trap and

there will be nobabies.

3 minutes in a microwave (not metal buttons or zippers!) 
wash at 55 degrees C (only if super wash treated, or a hot hand

wash without moving the wool around (felting alert!)
72 hours in a freezer (longer is always better)

attack with a steamer (also great for blocking) 

Once they have landed it is time to get into battle modus.
 

Extermination plans 
(choose one or multiple depending on your panic level) 

 
1.

2.

3.
4.

 
Shake out any moth eggs, vacuum like a mother (or a father) and keep

the area where you stash super clean. 

extermination

mothballs 
are

toxic
 and sm
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cedar wood 

will not work for long
though, either sand it

down or re-apply cedar
oil to keep the smell

active. It works as a door.
Some moths will open the
door if they love what's

behind it enough... 

a piece of soap,

cedar wood,

lavender or other

strong smelled items

are repulsive to a

moth 


